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What do you
imagine an
ancient Roman
looking like?



Why does this
matter? And why
is it controversial?







Mary Beard PhD: Professor at Cambridge 







"Perhaps instead of fussing about whether
cartoon characters conform to our beliefs
about how the ancient world should have
been, our energies would be better spent in
learning more about how it actually was" ( “If
Mary Beard is right, what's happened to the
DNA of Africans from Roman 
 Britain?”).  

https://howardwilliamsblog.wordpress.com/2017/08/04/ethnic-diversity-in-roman-britain-it-all-kicks-off-with-images/amp/


But what did
they really look
like? And how
do we know?
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Ancient DNA Analysis

Extracting DNA from 2,000

year old Romans is not easy.

DNA degrades over time in

the elements .



Inner ear bones, teeth, hair, vertetebrate (mostly mineralized

tissues)

Remnants demineralized and DNA extracted and purified

over silica columns

Genetic Analysis: Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) or Next

Generation Sequencing (NGS)
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Excavation and Extraction



Sex: Chromosomal markers, anatomical analysis

Ancestry: Mitochondrial DNA haplogroups

Disease: Dentin in teeth

Hair/Eye Color: Single nucleotide polymorphism analysis

Migration and movement: Isotopic analysis of dental enamel

and water sources

Diet: Food isotopes left in tissues like rib bones

Age: Auricular surface of pelvis, bone structure
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How do we know about...?



These scientific findings can give us a good idea about a person's ancestry, social status,

and life experience

However it is important to note that racial and gender identity are complex and not

monlithic

Race is a cultural concept, no Roman classification system or hierarchy of race

"Ancestry assessment methods that evaluate cranial and facial morphology (Bass 1995) traditionally use

simplified categories such as ‘mixed race’, ‘black’ and ‘white’, but it is understood that skeletal assessment

does not give information about skin colour, and that discretely defined racial groups do not exist (Brace 1995;

AAPA 1996). Instead, morphological and metrical assessments of the skull tell us about phenotypical variation

of humans over geographic areas (Brace 1995; AAPA 1996)." ( A Lady of York: Migration, Ethnicity, and Identity

in Roman Britain) 2

Important to Note:



Lant
Street

London

~200-300 A.D.



LANT

14 year old girl

White European 

Blue eyes

Spent childhood in Southern Mediterranean and moved to

Londinium at 9 years old

Poor dental health and mild rickets

Buried with oil flask and knife with ivory leopard engraving

Skeleton and dental record show signs of enslavement but

material goods reflect high status



Mansell
Street

nsell
eet

180-400 A.D.

London



MANSELL
Black ancestry, North Africa and Europe

Brown eyes, dark hair

Spent childhood in London

Paget's disease, bone deformity

Osteoarthritic spinal condition

Less known about social status

Man over 45 years old



Sycamore
Terrace

York

~200-300 A.D.



IVORY BANGLE LADY

Young Woman 18-23 years old

North African possibly biracial woman

Buried with jet bracelets and ivory

bangles

Pendants, beads, glass mirror

High status

Bone with inscription Soror ave vivas in

deo



"The case of the ‘ivory bangle lady’ contradicts
assumptions that may derive from
more recent historical experience, namely that
immigrants are low status and male, and that
African individuals are likely to have been
slaves" ( A Lady of York: Migration, Ethnicity,
and Identity in Roman Britain)



Walbrook
Valley
125-200 A.D.

London



WALLBROOK

Man 36-45 years old

White European with maternal ancestry

from North Africa and Near East

Brown eyes and dark black hair

Poor dental health and evidence of poor

childhood health

Injuries to face and dental chipping from

fight or possibly gladiator



Harper
Road

er
d

50-70 A.D.

London



HARPER
Eastern European and Central Asian and

descent

Brown eyes, dark black hair

Grew up in Britain

Buried with three pottery vessels, bronze

necklace, and mirror

Prestige and high status

XY chromosomes, female skeleton

 21-38 years old



Beachy
Head
~200-250 A.D.

East Sussex



BEACHY HEAD LADY

30 year old woman

Sub-Saharan African descent

Raised in East Sussex

Possibly official's wife or

merchant

Good health most of her life



~100 A.D.

South
Shields

South Tyneside



D(is) M(anibus) Regina liberta et coniuge Barates

Palmyrenus natione Catuallauna an(norum) XXX 

RGYN’ BT HRY BR T’ HBL

To the spirits of the departed (and to)

Regina, his freedwoman and wife, a

Catuvellaunian by tribe, aged 30, Barates

of Palmyra (set this up).

 

Regina, the freedwoman of Barate, alas.

 



REGINA

30 year old woman

Inscription in Latin and Palmyrene

Freedwoman, enslaved to Barates

before she married him

Barates is from modern day Syria

Member of Catevellauni tribe (native

British woman)



~100 A.D.

Carlisle

Cumbria



SEVERUS AND THE
ETHIOPIAN SOLDIER
"On another occasion, when he was returning to his

nearest quarters from an inspection of the wall at

Luguvallum  in Britain, at a time when he had not

only proved victorious but had concluded a

perpetual peace, just as he was wondering what

omen would present itself, an Ethiopian soldier"

(Historia Augusta)



"By the end of the first century were mainly from North Africa and the western provinces of Hispana,

Gallia, Germania, Raetia (an Alpine province) and Noricum (roughly modern Austria/Slovenia). By this time

Italian recruits constituted only about 20% of the number. Thus the army was ethnically highly diverse."

(Warwick Classics Network)





Why does
any of this
matter?









"Explaining that an almighty, lily-
white Roman Empire never existed
will not stop white nationalists from
pining for its return."

-Dan-el Padilla Peralta





Classics has a complicated history, particularly in the Western world. It was a part of foundational education through the
20th century for white, upper-class, elite men. Although in reality, classical history is rich, diverse, and sometimes
conflicting, it has been used as a tool for promoting whiteness. 

Unfortunately for white supremacists, the truth is Classics is not monolithic, and it is certainly not just white, despite what
has been represented in history or in the texts that have survived today. These surviving authors, although important to
read and to learn about, do not represent the whole of the Roman empire. They are influential and represent the top of it
but only a fraction of it. And for this reason, Classics has been used as a white nationalist ideal at times. But Classics has
also been used in other positive ways. The rhetoric of ancient authors was used in the civil rights movement, the leader of
the Haitian uprising was called "Black Spartacus," queer movements have taken inspiration from Sappho, feminist authors
like Dr. McCarter are retelling stories of the past in light of the "me too era" retranslating texts that have only been
previously translated by men, minorities like Dr. Peralta are highlighting racial diversity in our education of the ancient
world, and classics professors here at Sewanee are making an effort to work against the stereotypes of figures in ancient
texts. As a classics major, I have a deep appreciation for these ancient texts. The poetry of Catullus has left me speechless,
and the rhetoric of Cicero has left me astounded. However, I believe that everyone should be able to find and appreciate
this beauty in ancient works. And in order for this to happen, everyone should be able to see themselves in what they read.
Why should Classics be kept to the world of the elite, upper-class, and privileged as it has been in the past? Classics is for
everyone. Women should be able to read about the bravery of Amazonian warriors, radical defiance of Lesbia, or the
doubts of Penelope. So too should minorities be able to see themselves represented in ancient figures, not because it's
politically correct, or a liberal agenda, but because it is historically accurate to say that the ancient Roman empire was vast,
cosmopolitan, and diverse. The characters of our myths and of our history were not all white and they represent not just
the history of central Rome. The classical world is a unique one, sometimes a complicated one, but it is a world that
deserves to be represented fully and accurately in our education system and in our media. If we are to tell the story of
Rome, then we must tell the story of the many who lived there, not the few. Classics has an obligation to be fully
representative of true history. 

This is what ancient Rome looked like, and these are the stories of those who lived in it. Thank you.





Special thanks to Dr. Christopher
McDonough for his great help,
guidance, and influence in my
independent study research this
semester.
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